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Outline

• In this talk, I would like to comment on the physics impact of slow 
pion reconstruction on two analyses done in Vienna:

1. B0® D*-(D0 p-) l+ n untagged ( Daniel Dorner, Sebastian Dorer )

2. B+® D0 l+ n untagged ( Philipp Horak )
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B ® D*(Dp) l n untagged

• D*+ is searched for in the decays modes 
D*+® D0 p+s and D0® K- p+, where ps is 
the slow pion

• No requirement on the second B meson in 
Belle II Y(4S) event

• Inclusive reconstruction of the neutrino to 
determine kinematic variables of the 
decay (w/q2, cos ql, cos qV, c)

• Signal is extracted from the cos qBYdistribution:
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Belle II internal release 4 results preliminary
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Statistics are not an issue for this 
analysis but systematics are very 
significant!



Belle II internal release 4 results (2)
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Systematics are dominated by the uncertainty in 
slow pion reconstruction

In comparison: Belle PRD 100, 052007 (2019)
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Relative ps efficiency

• Reconstruct B0® D*-( D0 p-) p+ in data and MC
• Measure relative yields in bins of ps momentum
• Normalise highest momentum bin to 1

• 4 D0 modes
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Fit results, e.g., Delta E, Mode 1
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Overall results Mbc fit preliminary
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Individual D modes Weighted mean



Overall results Delta E fit preliminary
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Individual D modes Weighted mean



Numerical results ( ps error ) preliminary
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Mbc fit
Delta E fit



Average over ps spectrum
preliminary
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Modest improvement compared to the current 
Belle II value though still far from Belle…



B+® D0 l+ n untagged

• Very similar to previous analysis
• D0 is searched for in the K- pi+ mode
• No requirement on second B
• Yield is extracted from cos qBY

• Branching fraction [arXiv:2110.02648]
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Very significant D*ln
downfeed



D* veto
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D* veto (2)

• Veto leakage is about 37%
• mostly due to missing ps
• could be improved by better ps reconstruction

• Not entirely clear how much this would improve the overall result (D*0)
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Before D*+ veto cuts After D*+ veto cuts

D*+ events 180k 66k

D*0 events 310k 304k



Summary

• Slow pion reconstruction affects affects ongoing measurements of the CKM 
element |Vcb| from exclusive decays in various ways
• B0® D*-l+n

• Here, precise understanding of the slow pion effeciency is most crucial
• It would be desirable to also develop _absolute_ measurements of the slow pion efficiency

• B-® D0ln
• Better slow pion reconstruction will improve the D*+ veto and reduce downfeed from B ®

D*ln
• However, downfeed background from D*0 is still substantial. So, not clear how much the 

overall result can improve
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Thank you for your attention!


